The Sprite™ TW200 Contrail tracking resolution takes tracking accuracy to a whole new level enabling MOTOTRBO™ channel partners to complete on a level playing field with Cellular carrier reporting rates. The TW200 supports all MOTOTRBO™ network configurations including Connect Plus.

The Sprite Contrail tracking coupled with “Event” based reporting of I/O, Odometer, Engine Idle times etc, makes this platform uniquely positioned to meet all Fleet Tracking needs.

Contrail Tracking

The Sprite Contrail data compression algorithm can combine up to 125 location reports and events into a single MOTOTRBO data transmission enabling sub 10 second tracking reports to be batched and sent every 15 Minutes.

This level of tracking provides location accuracies down to the block level which is particularly important when auditing vehicle locations and for applications such as reporting International fuel Tax usage.

TruFleet™ application combined with the TW200 contrail tracking capabilities enables radio system operators to increases the number of data users on their system many fold without having to additional repeaters to support the increased data traffic. TruFleet™ application manages the TW200 Telematics contrail reporting without compromising system performance.
The Sprite™ TW200 features two serial COM ports to connect peripherals such as Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) and SCADA devices.

An ignition input and three general-purpose inputs are provided for monitoring events such as door opening and closing.